-_. which is optimal for the case of two processors. The algorithm is restated for the case of an arbitrary number of processors:
1. Partition T into a minimal number of subsets, subject to the following restrictions:
-.
a) The cardinality of each subset must not exceed p, the number of available processors.
i.. Let P1 be the partition be so formed. c) Form P i+l = y--pi Go to step 2a.
*
We will use the notation Ti G T. J( or T. > Ti) to indicate the relation 3 "Ti preceeds T.". 3
In this algorithm, the cardinality of P decreases by 1 at each iteration, so that the sequence @ . . . , 1' @, has k=lP1l, which is also a lower bound for the total execution time. Hence this is an optimal sequence.
The following counterexample shows that step 2.b is not always possible when there are 3 processors: Hence, Lemma 1 does not generalize for p > 2 and the presented algorithm is not extendable to 3 processors.
